STEP-BY-STEP CARE FOR
YOUR CLIPPERS & TRIMMERS
STEP 1: CLEAN
Blade Brush
Item #12415

Remove large hair
fragments from the blade
with a blade brush.

STEP 2: DISINFECT
Cool Care Plus®
Item #12750

Use this 5-in-one
formula on your blades
after every use and
during extended clipping
to cool, disinfect, lubricate,
clean and prevent rust.
HOW: Hold the clipper or trimmer with the blade facing
towards the floor. Turn the tool on and spray the blade from 6”
away with Cool Care Plus. Spray the front and back of the
blade. Turn off tool and wipe off excess spray with a clean cloth.

Blade Care Plus®
Item #12590 (Bottle)
#12570 (Jar)

Wash away hair, buildup and
preservatives that accumulate
on blades using this Vitamin E
enriched formula. Works as a
coolant, deodorizer, lubricant,
cleaner and rust preventative.
HOW: Turn off clipper or
trimmer and pour approximately
1/8"–1/4" of Blade Care Plus
into the lid or shallow pan.
Dip blade only into solution for
10 seconds. Remove and wipe
off excess with a clean cloth.

TIP!
Blades should be thoroughly
disinfected at the end of
every day.

STEP-BY-STEP CARE FOR
YOUR CLIPPERS & TRIMMERS
STEP 3: OIL
4

Clipper Oil
Item #12108

Use Andis Clipper Oil to
lubricate and clean blades.
Blades should be oiled
between every cut to
maximize the performance
of your tool.
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HOW: With the tool running, place 3 drops of oil across the
teeth of the blade and 1 drop on each back rail. Turn off the
clipper or trimmer and blot excess with a clean, dry cloth.

STEP 4: BLADE DRIVE
AG/BG models
Item #20658

If your blades don’t
seem to cut like they
used to, or your clipper
appears to drag, it’s a
sign you may need to
replace your blade drive.
HOW: Turn off clipper and snap off the
detachable blade. Slide off blade drive cap.
Remove screws with a Phillips screwdriver
and lift out drive assembly. Insert new blade
drive and reverse steps to complete.

SEE MORE ONLINE
Let Andis show you how
to maintain your tools
with our informational
step-by-step videos at
andis.com.
®
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